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Donald Trump beat Nikki Haley in last
night’s Michigan primary by a staggering 40
points. Despite numerous efforts to discredit
and jail the man, his popularity only
continues to grow. Moreover, surveys show
that Trump is very popular with Gen Z, the
18-24 age group. In this episode, host Paul
Dragu discusses why he believes the 2024
version of Trump is better than the
presidential version.  

Also in today’s show: 

@ 11:52 | Migrant crime is ravaging the country and some Democratic leaders are trying to carefully
backtrack on their insane sanctuary city policies; 

@ 22:40 | Fani Willis’ equally corrupt colleagues are now closing ranks to keep her from being kicked
off the Trump case in Georgia; 

@ 32:50 | John Birch Society researcher Peter Rykowski joins us to make a case for why we should
defund most of the government. 

RELATED 

Get the Trumpworld bookazine package HERE

Watch “Young And Unafraid to Be America First:  College Conservatives At CPAC”

Take action with The John Birch Society’s “Slash Unconstitutional Federal Spending” legislative alert
HERE
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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